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Microbial biosignature preservation in carbonated
serpentine from the Samail Ophiolite, Oman
Jon Lima-Zaloumis 1✉, Anna Neubeck 2, Magnus Ivarsson3, Maitrayee Bose1, Rebecca Greenberger4,

Alexis S. Templeton 5, Andrew D. Czaja6, Peter B. Kelemen 7 & Tomas Edvinsson 8

Serpentinization is a geological process involving the interaction of water and ultramafic rock,

the chemical byproducts of which can serve as an energy source for microbial communities.

Although serpentinite systems are known to host active microbial life, it is unclear to what

extent fossil evidence of these communities may be preserved over time. Here we report the

detection of biosignatures preserved in a mineralized fracture within drill cores from the

Samail Ophiolite in Oman. Two varieties of filamentous structures were identified in asso-

ciation with iron oxide precipitates. The first type are interpreted as likely microbial remains,

while the second type are recognized as potentially microbiological dubiofossils. Additionally,

laminated structures composed of carbon and nitrogen rich material were identified and

interpreted as having a microbially-associated origin. Our observations affirm the potential to

detect subsurface microbial communities within serpentinizing environments and highlight a

unique taphonomic window to preserve evidence of rock-hosted life.
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S ince their recognition as important geochemical sources of
energy for life, serpentinites have become high-priority
targets for directly investigating the existence and dis-

tribution of microbial life in the Earth’s deep continental and
oceanic subsurface1–4. Serpentinizing systems are also
astrobiologically-relevant environments, where serpentine has
been identified by remote sensing observations on Mars5–8, and is
hypothesized to occur on other planetary environments, such as
deep rock-water interfaces within Europa, Enceladus, and other
bodies9–15. Serpentinizing systems may also have facilitated the
origins of life9,16–24, further highlighting their significance as
astrobiological targets.

In detail, water-rock reactions associated with serpentiniza-
tion can generate direct sources of chemical energy and facil-
itate favorable geochemical conditions for microbial growth. In
the presence of iron-bearing olivine and pyroxene phases, water
is reduced during the oxidation of Fe2+, resulting in the pre-
cipitation of magnetite and ferric iron-bearing serpentine
minerals, as well as the formation of molecular H2

25–27. This H2

can be utilized as a metabolic fuel source by autotrophic
microbial organisms such as methanogenic archaea and other
hydrogen-oxidizing organisms28–31. Available H2 may also react
with inorganic carbon to form reduced carbon compounds32–34,
which may be utilized as an energy and carbon source for
methanotrophic archaea and other diverse heterotrophs31,35,36.
Abiotic H2, CH4 and organic acid generation associated with
serpentinization therefore serves as an important energy source
for microbial metabolisms, particularly in dark subsurface
environments where photosynthesis is precluded2,31,37. Another
key geobiological implication of serpentinization occurs as a
consequence of the production of extremely reduced and
hyperalkaline fluids that, when in contact with shallow aquifers
at or near equilibrium with Earth’s surface conditions, result in
fluid mixing zones exhibiting sharp Eh and pH gradients that
can facilitate a host of microbial metabolisms including sulfur,
iron, and nitrogen cycling4,38–43.

In addition to supporting active microbial communities, fluid
circulation during serpentinization may also create a unique
taphonomic environment to capture and preserve fossil evidence
of microbial life. Fracture-filling carbonate precipitation or
complete whole rock carbonation is commonly observed among
active and ancient serpentinized ultramafic deposits worldwide
and is understood to occur as serpentinization proceeds in the
presence of dissolved CO2

44–52. Carbonate precipitates are known
to capture and preserve a variety of morphological and chemical
biosignatures throughout Earth’s history, and thus may represent
important targets for the search for microbial remains beyond
Earth53,54. In the present study, we explore whether subsurface
fracture networks associated with serpentinization may serve as
habitable niche environments, and more specifically whether
evidence of microbial life may become preserved within asso-
ciated fracture-filling carbonate precipitates. Here we report the
detection of several structures resembling microbial biosignatures
found within drill core samples of the largest subaerial exposure
of mantle peridotite on Earth, the Samail Ophiolite in Oman.

Results
Sampling and vein description. We first used optical petrology
to analyze 60 samples spanning three drill cores from the active
peridotite alteration zone of the Samail ophiolite in Oman
acquired via the International Continental Scientific Drilling
Program’s (ICDP) Oman Drilling Project (Oman DP)55,56. Drill
core locations along with their stratigraphic context within the
ophiolite sequence are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. To search
for potential microbial biosignatures, we targeted core intervals

displaying prominent white mm to cm thick mineralized veins,
which occurred most frequently in the upper 15 meters of core
material below present surface57,58. Of the sections investigated,
sample “BA1B 4-4 3-8” contained visible structures that resem-
bled fossilized microbial remains. This specimen was sampled
from hole BA1B (22.866N, 58.710E; Fig. S1) at a depth of 11.06
meters below surface and consists of a prominent ~9 mm thick
carbonate filled fracture spanning across the sample approxi-
mately 35˚ relative to the coring direction (Fig. 1A).

Under plane-polarized light, the vein is characterized by coarse
interlocking rhombic crystals with clear colorless interiors and
grain boundaries. The primary vein mineralogy is composed of
aragonite as determined by Raman spectroscopy (Fig. S2).
Successive stages of carbonate precipitation resulting from
crack-seal style vein fracturing can be seen by numerous linear
cross-cutting fractures that are filled with later generations of
carbonate growth and are further highlighted in areas where
earlier carbonate crystal boundaries have been encrusted by
orange and red colored iron oxide precipitates (Fig. 1). Along
with iron oxides, there are adjacent opaque euhedral sulfides
cemented throughout the vein, sometimes appearing intermixed
with iron oxides (e.g., Fig. S3). Also cemented within the vein are
brecciated fragments of an earlier waxy green serpentine vein
(labeled “srp” in Fig. 1), many fragments of which are seen
encrusted by rinds of iron oxide precipitates and cemented in
place by sparry carbonate precipitates.

Within this vein, there is a small area containing structures
resembling morphological biosignatures (Fig. 1A, red box). This
zone represents a distinct stage of fracturing and precipitation as
shown by near-total encrustation by iron oxide precipitates along
its perimeter, which defines a roughly polygonal area approxi-
mately 1.3 mm by 0.5 mm in size (Fig. 1B, area outlined by red
dashes). This iron oxide encrusted polygonal zone is bounded on
one side by an earlier brecciated “waxy green” serpentine vein and
on the remaining sides by apparently distinct generations of
aragonite precipitates. Within the polygonal zone there are two
varieties of filamentous structures as well as laminated pre-
cipitates resembling microstromatolites as described below.

Filamentous structures. Embedded within the iron-oxide
encrusted polygonal zone, we recognize two distinct filamentous
morphotypes referred to here as “Type A” and “Type B”. Type A
filaments appear larger in thickness and length than Type B, with
some specimens exhibiting a maximum length of 70 µm, although
longer filaments may occur that are either obscured by pervasive
iron oxide precipitates or have been truncated during thin section
production. The diameter of Type A filaments ranges from
1.9 µm to 3.6 µm (mean = 2.7 µm; SD (1 σ) = 0.41 µm; n = 83;
Fig. S4). Type A filaments occur either floating within the ara-
gonite matrix where filaments are seen entwined among clots of
flocculent iron oxide precipitates (Fig. 2B, G), or they appear
anchored to the thick iron oxide encrusted walls of the polygonal
zone and extend unidirectionally toward the interior of the
polygonal zone (Figs. 2A, 3A). Type A filaments exhibit several
distinguishing morphological characteristics including rounded
terminal filament ends (Fig. 2A); a visible hollow central strand
encircled by a marginal wall exhibiting uniform thickness
(Fig. 2A, D, F); occasional budding features along the length of
the filament (Fig. 2A black arrow); branching of filaments
forming either T or Y junctions (e.g., Fig. 2B, F, G); and septal
separations along filaments that do not occur at regular intervals
(e.g., Fig. 2D). Additionally, some of these septal divisions appear
to display narrow channel-like structures (Fig. 2E).

Type B filaments are smaller in size having an observed
diameter of 0.6–1.3 µm (mean = 0.9 µm; SD (1 σ) = 0.17 µm;
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n= 45; Fig. 2H, I, and S4). The maximum length of Type B
filaments observed was 11.2 µm, although most filament termina-
tions are visibly obscured by surrounding iron oxides or are cut
off by the limited thin sectioned volume. Type B filaments do not
appear to have septate partitions, instead occurring as continuous
filaments. Like the Type A filaments, most Type B filaments were
observed as tightly intertwined bundles among clusters of iron
oxide precipitates floating within the carbonate matrix and along
the iron-encrusted polygonal zone walls (Fig. 2H and I).

Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of these
iron oxide and filament clusters shows an elemental composition
dominated by iron and carbon (Fig. 3A EDS inset). Notably, the
elevated carbon concentrations are inversely correlated with the
presence of calcium, indicating that the carbon signal is not due
to the surrounding CaCO3 aragonite vein matrix (Fig. 3A).
Attempted Raman measurements of filament and iron oxide
clusters resulted in intense fluorescence. However, Nanoscale
Secondary-Ion Mass Spectroscopy (NanoSIMS) chemical maps

Fig. 2 Filamentous structures preserved within the serpentine-hosted aragonite vein shown via transmitted light microscopy. A Type A filaments
anchored to the iron-encrusted polygonal zone wall. Filaments here display rounded terminal ends and occasional budding along stalks (black arrow).
B Type A filaments among clusters of laminated and flocculent iron oxide precipitates. C Type A filament interspersed among iron oxides. D Type A
filament showing branching at septate division. E Type A filament displaying narrow channel-like structure along septal division. F Example of potential
anastomosing among Type A filaments. G Branching Type A filaments adjacent to a cluster of Type B filaments (outlined in red), indicating relative size
difference between the two morphotypes. H Thin Type B filaments spanning across iron oxide precipitates. I Dense cluster of Type B filaments with some
specimens resembling twisted stalks (white arrows).

Fig. 1 Context view of fossil-bearing carbonate vein. A split core view of vein from sample “BA1B 4-4 3-8”, sampled from 11.06 m depth. The red box
shows the location of B (not to scale). B Petrographic view of the iron encrusted “polygonal zone” that contains fossilized microbial biosignatures. The
matrix is composed of aragonite (labeled “arag”), and a brecciated waxy green serpentine (labeled “srp”) clast bounds the bottom margin of the polygonal
zone. The locations of Frutexites-like microstromatolite structures are indicated by arrows.
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corroborated the presence of C and additionally showed the
presence of nitrogen, measured as the 12C14N ion, and
phosphorus (Fig. 3B). The NanoSIMS mapping area includes
visible Type A filaments and shows that they are associated with
carbon and nitrogen (Fig. 3B, blue arrow).

Laminated iron oxides resembling Frutexites. In addition to the
filamentous structures described above, there are accumulations
of iron oxide precipitates that form laminated structures resem-
bling microdigitate stromatolites. These structures are found
throughout the interior of the polygonal zone and anchored along
the iron-encrusted boundary (Fig. 1A yellow arrows and Fig. 4)
and display a growth orientation towards the center of the
polygonal zone. The structures exhibit a characteristic digitate
branching pattern (Fig. 4A, B) and are similar morphologically
and compositionally to stromatolitic structures termed
Frutexites59–61, which have been described in a number of

subsurface environments62–64 and are generally restricted to
settings with low light availability and low rates of
sedimentation63,65. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) shows
that these Frutexites-like structures are composed of alternating
laminae that generally thicken towards the apex of the stroma-
tolite growth direction (Fig. 4C). EDS analyses show that
electron-dark laminae are dominated by C with lower relative
concentrations of O, Fe, Ca, and Si (Fig. 4C spots 1 & 3), while
electron-bright laminae are dominated by O, Fe, C, Ca, and lower
relative concentrations of Si and Mg (Fig. 4C spot 2). Raman
analysis of the electron-dark laminae yield vibrational bands at
~1350 cm−1 and ~1600 cm−1, corresponding to disordered “D”
and graphitic “G” bands characteristic of macromolecular car-
bonaceous material66,67 (Fig. 4). NanoSIMS ion maps of these
laminated Frutexites-like structures corroborates the presence of
C and additionally show the presence of nitrogen, measured as
the 12C14N ion (Fig. 4D), which forms as clearly distinguishable
laminae visible in the NanoSIMS ion maps.

Iron oxide distribution and potential sources. As shown above,
these filamentous and stromatolitic structures appear closely
associated with iron oxide precipitates. Visible-shortwave infrared
(VSWIR) hyperspectral mapping conducted during the core
logging phase of Oman DP highlights the distribution of Fe2+

and Fe3+ throughout the vein and surrounding drill core interval
(Fig. S5). The iron oxides associated with the preserved filaments
and Frutexites-like structures display a 685 nm wavelength
absorption feature, which represents the electronic transition of
Fe3+ and is characteristic of iron oxides such as goethite,
hematite, and ferrihydrite68,69. Notably, this absorption feature
occurs only in a few small zones throughout the carbonate vein
(Fig. S5c). The heterogeneous distribution of this mineral within
the vein, which forms as encrustations surrounding the once-
open fracture space (e.g., Fig. 1), indicates that conditions
favorable for its precipitation occurred only during a few specific
intervals of crack-seal vein formation.

There are several potential sources of Fe2+ for oxidation to
have occurred within the vein. A 750 nm absorption feature
corresponding to an Fe2+/Fe3+ intervalence charge transfer was
mapped, which indicates the presence of mixed Fe2+ and Fe3+

found in serpentine70,71. This feature is most strongly observed
within the neighboring brecciated “waxy green” serpentine vein
that bounds one side of the iron-encrusted polygonal zone (visible
in Fig. 1A). This absorption feature indicates a potential local
source of Fe2+, although ferrous iron may have also been sourced
from reducing fluids outside of the immediate vicinity of the
fracture. Geochemical analysis of fluids collected from nearby
boreholes does show that Fe2+(aq) is present at 9 to 36
micromolar concentration2, and synchrotron-based x-ray fluor-
escence mapping of late-stage waxy green serpentine veins in
BA1B also shows that the Fe-speciation is dominated by Fe(II)72.

Discussion
Biogenicity of filamentous structures. As shown herein,
fracture-filling carbonate veins in serpentinizing systems can
preserve structures resembling microbial biosignatures in the
form of filamentous and stromatolitic morphotypes. As with any
assessment of biogenicity, multiple lines of evidence must be
considered to determine whether such structures represent actual
remnants of past life73–75. Structures resembling filamentous
microfossils can be challenging to interpret due to their often-
simple morphology and may instead be attributed to abiogenic
processes76. Several previous reports have described laboratory-
grown abiotic “biomorph” structures with characteristics con-
sistent with microbial cells77–81, and furthermore Garcia-Ruiz

Fig. 3 Compositional maps of iron oxide & filament clusters.
A Transmitted light image and accompanying EDS maps of iron oxide
precipitates containing numerous entwined filamentous structures. EDS
data show enrichment of C correlated to Fe. The C enrichment is inversely
correlated with Ca, indicating that the enriched C signal does not appear to
be due to aragonite. B, upper) View of NanoSIMS (NS) mapping area
(white dashes) imaged in transmitted light (left) and SEM backscatter
detection (right). Note that the SEM view shows the extent of surface-
exposed iron oxides and filaments (indicated by blue arrow) measured by
NanoSIMS. In transmitted light, the filaments are difficult to distinguish due
to the dense accumulation of iron oxides. B, lower) NanoSIMS ion maps of
carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous associated with iron oxide and filament
cluster. The blue arrow points to Type A filaments that have been further
revealed by the sputtering process. The field of view for each ion map is
40 μm x 40 μm, and brighter features correspond to higher total ion counts
per pixel as shown by the lower scalebar.
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et al. (2017)82 have synthesized silica biomorph structures from
alkaline spring waters derived from serpentinization. These stu-
dies highlight the many challenges in determining the origin of
similar structures preserved in the rock record. More recently,
McMahon et al. (2021)83 described filamentous and micro-
stromatolitic “dubiofossils” of uncertain origin occurring within
Jurassic serpentine-hosted carbonate veins. These authors argue
that such structures could have formed among geochemical
conditions similar to “chemical gardens” that are known to pre-
cipitate abiotic filamentous forms83. Given these challenges, we
argue that for some of the structures presented here there are
several pieces of evidence that, when combined, enables a
determination of their origin.

In support of a biological interpretation, the “Type A”
filamentous specimens reported here display the following
morphological characteristics: a uniform filament thickness along
individual stalks, a normal size frequency distribution between
specimens (Fig. S4), rounded terminal ends of filaments (Fig. 2A),
and true septal separations (e.g., Fig. 2D). As noted by Rouillard
et al. (2018)84, abiotic biomorphs grown in laboratory experi-
ments typically exhibit a diverse and continuous range of
morphology and size; in contrast, the morphotypes reported
here are generally restricted to two primary types (i.e., “Type A”

and “Type B”) and display a consistent size distribution (Fig. S4).
Many Type A filaments also display preferential anchoring onto
the iron-oxide encrusted polygonal zone wall forming a dense
cluster of filaments that exhibit a unidirectional growth orienta-
tion (Fig. 1B, Fig. 3A). Such non-random distribution and
orientation may indicate behavioral activity85, although McMa-
hon (2019) reported abiotic filamentous biomorphs grown in a
sodium silicate solution initially tended toward a vertical growth
orientation in laboratory experiments.

The overall morphology exhibited in Type A filaments appears
relatively complex and is potentially consistent with a fungal
origin as shown by several additional morphological features.
These include the presence of branching along septal divisions
(Fig. 1A–D, G), occasional budding along filament stalks (Fig. 1A
black arrow), and the occurrence of narrow channel-like
structures along some septal separations (e.g., Fig. 2E). Similar
channel-like structures are common along septa in basidiomycete
fungi and are referred to as “dolipore” structures86. Such features
were admittedly rare however and may instead represent altered
and degraded zones within the filament that coincidentally form
symmetric channel-like spaces. Another defining characteristic of
fungi is anastomoses, or connective branching between fungal
filament stalks. We identified several potential anastomosing

Fig. 4 Frutexites-like microstromatolitic structures and associated compositional maps. A Branching columnar structures display feint lamination under
plane-polarized light. B Fluorescence microscopy reveals fine laminations in greater detail. Raman spectroscopic analysis of laminae show the presence of
“D” and “G” vibrational bands at ~1350 cm−1 and ~1600 cm−1 respectively (shown at right), indicative of macromolecular carbonaceous material. C SEM
secondary electron image shows microscale laminations and marks the locations of EDS spot analyses. EDS measurements show alternation between dark
C-rich laminae (e.g., spot 1 & 3), and bright laminae dominantly composed of O, C, Ca, Fe, Si, and Mg (e.g., spot 2). D location of NanoSIMS mapping
conducted on microstromatolites cut orthogonal to the growth direction by thin sectioning. Bottom panels of (D) show laminae containing nitrogen and
carbon. A yellow arrow marks a surface scratch that appears in the 12C2 ion map introduced during sample preparation. Brighter features in both NanoSIMS
images correspond to higher total ion counts per pixel.
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filaments (e.g., Fig. 2D), however it was difficult to identify
anastomoses unambiguously due to the dense accumulations of
iron oxide precipitates that typically obscured observation. Given
their potential similarity to known fungal morphotypes, we stress
that features like branching and budding have also been shown to
be replicated by abiotic “biomorph” structures produced in
laboratory experiments80. Overall, we exercise caution in placing
a definitive fungal interpretation for Type A filament specimens
in favor of a more general claim that these structures are likely
biological in origin.

Further evidence of filament biogenicity is indicated by their
elemental composition. Here we show that Type A filaments are
composed of carbon and nitrogen bearing material (Fig. 3),
consistent with the presence of biologically derived organic
material. Carbonaceous material (e.g., kerogen) associated with
biomorphic structures has often been regarded as an indicator of
biogenicity73,87, although abiotic pathways have been suggested to
explain the occurrence of some carbonaceous microfossil-like
structures77. Nitrogen associated with the microfossils described
here provides further evidence of biogenicity as nitrogen is a key
element present in a number of essential biomolecules and is
known to occur among preserved biologically-derived carbonac-
eous material88–90. Overall, we argue that the coincidence of
complex morphology, normal size distribution between speci-
mens, and the presence of C and N bearing material together
constitute robust evidence in favor of a biological interpretation.

Type B filaments may have a different source. These filaments
exhibit a generally uniform thickness along their length and
display normally distributed filament diameter sizes between
specimens (Fig. S5). Occasionally, a helical stalk morphology was
observed (e.g., Fig. 2I, black arrows), although this observation is
potentially problematic due to their very small size and the limits
of optical magnification. Although helical stalk morphologies are
known to occur among iron oxidizing bacteria such as Gallionella
ferruginea91, it should be noted that such morphologies have also
been described in abiotic laboratory-grown biomorphs78,84. In
terms of composition, we could not resolve individual Type B
filaments within our generated chemical maps, thus their
individual composition at present remains unknown. Given these
factors, we cannot determine whether these specimens might
represent abiotic “biomorphs” similar to those described by
Cosmidis and Templeton (2016)78, Ruiz-Garcia et al. (2017)82,
and McMahon et al. (2019)80 among others. Further micro-
analytical work involving precise extraction and analysis (e.g.,
synchrotron-based analytical methods) may yield additional
information relevant to determining their origin. Indeed, it
would not be surprising if conditions occur that enable the
growth of both biological and abiotic “biomorph” structures
together, particularly in fracture spaces exhibiting pronounced
geochemical disequilibrium83. Further observational and experi-
mental work regarding such structures is warranted to better
understand their occurrence, particularly among geochemical
conditions matching serpentinizing systems.

Biogenicity of Frutexites-like microstromatolites. Since their
earliest descriptions59–61,92,93, Frutexites have traditionally been
interpreted as organosedimentary structures formed by the
influence of microbial activity. Given their prevalence in aphotic
environments such as in deep marine sediments and within
subsurface fissures and cavities, some authors have attributed
Frutexites growth to cryptoendolithic/chemotrophic microbial
activity94,95. Recently, modern Frutexites were investigated by
Heim et al. (2017)64 growing in the subsurface Äspö Hard Rock
Laboratory in Sweden. Here, Frutexites structures were found
coated in microbial exopolymer sheath material (EPS) containing

aggregates of coccoid, rod-shaped, and filamentous prokaryotic
organisms. 454 pyrosequencing of the biofilm community showed
a predominance of nitrogen and iron cycling communities
including ammonia-oxidizing bacteria Nitrosomonas, nitrite oxi-
dizing bacteria Candiatus Nitroga, Nitrospira, and Nitrospina, as
well as iron oxidizing bacteria Mariprofundus sp. and Gallionella
ferruginia. Frutexites were interpreted to form by active and
passive biological processes including direct microbial oxidation
of Fe(II) by iron oxidizing bacteria, indirect oxidation of Fe(II) via
nitrite produced by the bacterial respiration of nitrate, and by
iron oxide templating onto reactive organic surfaces such as cell
walls and EPS material.

The laminated microstromatolitic structures we describe in this
report are similar in composition and morphology to the
Frutexites structures described above. As previously noted, the
structures are composed of alternating laminae of iron oxide
material (also containing Ca, C, Si, and Mg) and C+N rich
material. Additionally, Raman analyses of the C + N rich laminae
show vibrational bands consistent with the presence of macro-
molecular carbonaceous material. Although individual prokar-
yotic structures such as rods and coccoids were not observed
within these very fine laminae, the presence of carbonaceous
nitrogen-bearing material suggests a biological influence on their
formation. We note that a scenario may have occurred where
dissolved organics present among the fracture fluids adsorbed
onto the Frutexites-like structures as well as the filaments and
surrounding flocculent iron oxides before becoming entombed by
carbonate. Although possible, we favor an interpretation where
the organics were largely formed in situ due to contributions by
filament biomass and possibly biofilm-derived EPS similar to that
reported by Heim et al. (2017)64. In support of this, we argue that
if the organics were only derived from ambient fluids, then we
would not expect to see C + N rich material forming as distinct
alternating laminations only among Frutexites, but rather
carbonaceous material would be distributed similarly throughout
all of the structures found in the polygonal zone.

Habitability and preservation potential of serpentine-hosted
fractures. Another important criterion to consider when asses-
sing biogenicity is the plausibility of the environment to host life,
which is determined by assessing the broader geologic context of
the specimen in question74,75. As previously noted, serpentini-
zation processes can lead to the production of reduced com-
pounds such as H2, CH4 and NH4. Conditions favorable for
microbial habitability can then be generated where these electron
donors are microbially oxidized using electron acceptors such as
sulfate, nitrate, and nitrite within mixing zones between extre-
mely reducing hyperalkaline fluids and more oxidizing shallow
aquifer fluids2. Leong and Shock (2020) reported generalized
reaction pathways for low temperature serpentinizing systems
and highlighted the production of hyperalkaline (pH > 11) fluids
rich in Ca, OH, and H2 and poor in Mg, Si and dissolved inor-
ganic carbon (DIC). The mixing of such deep serpentinizing
fluids with oxidized shallow aquifer fluids containing
atmospherically-derived DIC results in the generation of steep
geochemical gradients creating “hotspots” of thermodynamic
disequilibria where microbial life may thrive39,42,96.

Leong et al. (2021)97 reported fluid compositions at dischar-
ging spring sites at the Samail Ophiolite and determined that
most of the sampled fluids are characterized by mixing between
deep hyperalkaline Ca-OH rich/DIC-poor fluids with shallow Si-
Mg rich/DIC-rich fluids. Strong Eh and pH gradients occur
among the fluids here today as a result of ongoing serpentiniza-
tion with values ranging from pH 8.5 to 11.2 and Eh+200 to -750
mV as measured by borehole fluid measurements taken nearby
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the sampled cores4,57. Such geochemical gradients can facilitate
microbial activity, and indeed an active albeit heterogeneously-
distributed microbial ecosystem has been shown to occur here
among sampled fluids2,43,98,99 and among serpentinite core
material with an average cell abundance of 106 cells/gram rock4.

Fortunately for the prospect of biosignature preservation, the
mixing interval between deep serpentinizing fluids and shallow
aquifers is associated with pervasive calcium carbonate precipita-
tion that can serve to entomb in situ microbial communities.
Hyperalkaline serpentinizing fluids that encounter aquifers
containing atmospherically derived DIC results in carbonate
saturation conditions and subsequent precipitation58. Further-
more, hydration and carbonation reactions associated with
serpentinization result in an increase of the solid rock volume
causing pressurization conditions that can lead to fracturing of
the host rock48,100,101. Fractures created by this process, in
addition to those created by local and regional tectonic processes,
can function as conduits for water transport and may drive
further serpentinization of newly exposed ultramafic material,
though the details of such reaction-driven processes are still
under active investigation102–106.

As we suggest here, these evolving fracture networks may
become inhabited by microbial communities and subsequently
sealed by carbonate minerals. It is important to note that of the
60 samples and associated thin sections investigated across three
drill cores, we found discernable filamentous body fossils only
within sample “BA1B 4-4 3-8”. In other words, not all carbonate
mineralized fractures within the serpentine environment appear
to have been obviously inhabited by these filamentous morpho-
types and subsequently fossilized. Given the apparently patchy
distribution of these potential biosignatures, we suggest that
fracture colonization might proceed during discrete intervals and
locations depending on several factors including transient fluid
redox conditions and vein accessibility. As previously noted, the
heterogeneous distribution of iron oxide and sulfide phases
within the “BA1B 4-4 3-8” vein matrix (Fig. S5) indicates that the
fluid chemistry may have varied over the duration of ongoing
crack-seal style fracture formation. Because preserved microbial
biosignatures appear to be limited to the relatively small iron
oxide bound polygonal zone within the vein (Fig. 1B), microbial
colonization may have proceeded during a transitory period when
sufficient concentrations of electron donors and acceptors were
available, in this case when ferrous iron was available and fluid
conditions favored iron oxidation and precipitation.

Additionally, the fracture space must also be accessible to
organisms as they disperse throughout the fracture network.
Fractures that form and remain unconnected to the larger
inhabited fracture network might remain uninhabited regardless
of whether they exhibit favorable redox conditions for microbial
metabolisms. As reported by Templeton et al. (2021)4, the
distribution of active microbial communities along the BA1B drill
core appear highly heterogeneous with values ranging from 107

cells at the top of BA1B to 101 cells in the interior of some cores.
Additionally, these authors report a several orders of magnitude
difference in cell densities between samples with abundant veins
than for samples of only core interiors. These authors suggest that
fractures in this system may host microcolonies and/or dense
biofilms, which may explain the observed heterogeneity. Con-
sistent with these insights and the observations we present here, a
conceptual model of fracture formation, microbial colonization,
and eventual entombment is shown in Fig. 5.

Although it is difficult to estimate a specific time interval for
when the fossils described here were initially entombed, it is clear
from observed cross-cutting relationships with numerous other
vein types occurring along the BA1B core, including black and
white serpentine veins, that carbonate veins and “waxy green”

serpentine veins are approximately coeval and represent the most
recent vein type as shown by cross-cutting relationships57,107.
Radiocarbon 14C dating measurements throughout the BA1B
drill core indicate that 2/3rds of 30 sampled carbonate veins
contain measurable 14C, corresponding to ages of 20 to 50 kyr, or
0.2% to 8% modern carbon in acid washed mineral separates57.
However, additional difficulty arises from fact that fracturing and
precipitation clearly occurs over multiple stages, thus a single vein
likely has precipitates formed over a range of ages. Given this
complexity, we do not know precisely when the “iron oxide
polygonal zone” was open and subsequently sealed by precipi-
tates. Regardless of the precise timing of fossilization of the
specimens reported here, however, we emphasize the overall
taphonomic potential for biosignature preservation in these
systems as a result of pervasive carbonate precipitation.

As we proceed in our exploration for a microbial fossil record
beyond Earth, it is important to identify and elucidate various
taphonomic modes of microbial preservation that may plausibly
occur in planetary environments. Given the possible ubiquity of
ultramafic rock and water interactions throughout the solar system
and beyond, we might expect serpentinization and associated
carbonate precipitation to be common processes13. Here we show
that such environments can lead to the preservation of
morphological structures and associated chemical signatures that
resemble microbial biosignatures. We advocate that serpentine and
carbonate assemblages should thus be considered potentially
favorable targets for the exploration of fossil microbial commu-
nities beyond Earth. We also advocate for additional research to
search for older examples of potential biosignatures in these
systems and to understand the varieties of biosignatures that may
become preserved. Recent work along these lines include
dubiofossils reported by McMahon et al. (2021)83, preserved lipids
and biomorphic structures reported by Klein et al. (2015)108, and
lipid biomarkers reported by Zwicker et al. (2018)109 and Newman
et al. (2020)110. It should also be recognized that biosignature
preservation may not be limited to carbonate precipitates in these
environments. For example, Menez et al. (2012)111 reported
preserved organic material, interpreted as microbial remains,
associated with hydrogarnet minerals within fully serpentinized
subseafloor peridotites. Such studies are warranted to better
establish the extent of microbial preservation within these systems
and ultimately to generate useful search strategies to find evidence
of fossilized life within similar rocks beyond Earth.

Methods summary
Drill core samples from the ICDP Oman Drilling Project were
subsampled into 5 cm quarter core samples and serial thin sections
were produced for each quarter core either with standard 40 µm
thickness or 200 µm thickness. Optical and fluorescence micro-
scopy was performed using Nikon SMZ1500 stereomicroscope,
Nikon Eclipse E600 polarized petrographic microscope, and
Olympus BX51 fluorescence microscope equipped with an
Olympus DP71 detachable camera and an X-Cite series 120
external fluorescent light source. Scanning Electron Microscopy &
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy analyses were conducted
using a Zeiss Supra 35VP field emission electron microscope
equipped with an Ametek EDAX Apollo X detector. EDX mea-
surements were acquired using Ametek EDAX Genesis (V6.50)
software. Samples were analyzed via Raman spectroscopy at the
Uppsala University Angstrom Laboratory using a commercial
Renishaw Invia Qontor Raman spectrometer with 355 nm UV
incident laser, and at the University of Cincinnati using a Horiba
T64000 Raman microscope using visible 514 nm laser line. Iso-
topic maps were acquired on an Ametek Cameca 50L NanoSIMS
instrument at Arizona State University. Sample chips were cut
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from the thin section, cleaned, and embedded in indium-filled ring
mount and subsequently gold-coated. The analysis was conducted
by presputtering the mapping area (typically 40 µm x 40 µm) with
a Cs+ primary ion beam ~100 pA current. After presputtering, a
smaller area was mapped within the presputtered region using a 1-
3 pA beam current with a dwell time of 5msec/pixel, 2562 pixels,
and up to 40 frames.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All microscopic images as well as EDS and NanoSIMS chemical data presented here are
available through an online repository using the following link: https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.20549253.v1.
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